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Sunday in Cape Town...cold mornings and pleasant afternoons...looking like a dry Winter. 
 
I’m busy at the moment with the new product portfolio of SDI.  I’ve had a couple of meetings and have two 
more this week coming and I’ve booked a trip up to Jo’burg in a fortnight’s time.  I’ll be there for a few days so 
I hope to catch up with colleagues there. 
 
The trip to Johannesburg is a long one and I can’t really fly as there’s plenty to carry and so I’ll go in the Patrol 
which is no cheaper than flying if I’m on my own.  The fuel consumption is horrendous.  Driving to Jo’burg is 
too far these days for an old codger like me so I’m overnighting in Bloemfontein so I can get to the airport to 
collect my wife early in the morning.  We’ll stay in Sandton and keep well out of the centre of the city.  I have 
no great love for the place and so Sandton insulates me well from the grief of being there. 
 
South Africa is too big to drive everywhere and not quite so big as Australia where you’ve got to fly because 
distances are so great.  Driving then becomes problematic...do you do it in one go...1500kms... or overnight. 
 
I’m enjoying my new fitness regime and have organised a lady, Kathleen to give me some direction.  We’re 
using a website called trainingpeaks.com which allows plans and performances to be logged and analysed.  
I’m still pretty much a novice at all this but it’ll take shape over the weeks. 
 
Two people to cheer this afternoon...Hamilton at Silverstone and Cavendish in the Tour de France.  SA beat 
Bangladesh this morning so my second allegiance is delivering. 
 
Much of SA is having outages because the power generator, Eskom, can’t deliver the capacity.  I live in 
Newlands and our proximity to the presidential compound in Cape Town means we’re left pretty much alone 
except for last night when we got a 12 hour “maintenance” outage.  It reminds me of all those years ago when 
we lived in Zambia and thought nothing of a 7 day outage...how times have changed! 
 
Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn and re-tweet. 
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My use of usaddress.com came worked well again this week as my Levis arrived without any local duty.  It does 
seem to be a reliable service. 
 
I just received a book from Takealot in SA and it took 6 weeks to arrive.  You can understand why people use 
Kindle in places like SA when time and cost are so outrageous. 
 
 
 

EAU CLAIRE, Mich. (AP) — A 15-year-old Michigan girl said there was nothing special about the way she spit a 
cherry pit Saturday. 
"I just took a deep breath and pushed hard," said Megan Ankrapp, whose pit landed at 49 feet, ¼ inch — longest of 
the day at the 42nd annual contest in southwestern Michigan. 
"I was shocked," she added. 
Megan, who is from Buchanan, won the women's category but didn't participate in the overall championship round 
because her earlier spits were too short to qualify. 
The championship spit-off was claimed by Kevin Bartz of Niles with a winning distance of 48 feet, 8 inches. He was 
followed by 2014 champ Brian Krause at 48 feet. 
"Here I was all excited to finally beat the Krause family and I look up and say, 'Wait a minute. One of the girls beat 
me,'" said Bartz, 48. "It's not quite as exciting." 
A member of the Krause family has won 26 events since farm owner Herb Teichman began the contest in 1974, 
partly to celebrate the region's tart cherry harvest. Brian Krause holds the record spit of 93 feet, 6½ inches, set in 
2003. 
The event is held at Tree-Mendus Fruit Farm in Eau Claire, 110 miles east of Chicago. 
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Hot and sweaty 

I remember a seller once saying to me that the seller’s job is to get the buyer to be “hot and 
sweaty” about the product and that way you’ll always get a sale. 
 
I’ve been interested in the launch of a new Garmin product the Forerunner 225 which is in short 
supply and has been reviewed favourably.  Delivery waiting time is 4 weeks in the USA and it’s 
not available elsewhere at the moment. 
 
Early adopters are used to paying a premium for a product but in return they get it before anyone 
else.  They’re the one’s who are hot for a product. 
 
When you’ve got a new product to take to market it’s clear that the skimming price will be much 
higher than the subsequent penetration price.  At first you’re low volume and high margin but that 
changes towards higher volumes and lower margins. 
 
Sales are generally elastic but early adopters are not elastic buyers.  Price and volume are not 
linked. 
 
The take home point is that when you’ve got a new product or service ensure that you optimise 
the pricing opportunities at launch time and don’t under price it.  There’s plenty of time to go for 
volume and maybe the first weeks of the launch are not the best time to do it. 
 
There’s a premium to be paid for a special item. 
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Cancellations 

We had to reschedule an air ticket this week. 
 
The cost was horrendous and one quote for the rescheduling was greater than the original cost of 
the ticket!...I put an exclamation mark and that price action deserves it. 
 
Eventually we got a price that was “only” $300...and we took it with reluctance. 
 
Here’s the learning point:  when you buy an air ticket you have all the power and can pick and 
choose times, costs and airlines.  When you re-schedule a ticket you have no power and the 
airlines make you pay accordingly. 
 
In these deals power, or the perception of power creates all of the dynamism in the deal. 
 
My advice as a traveler is this:  If you’re definitely travelling out and back on fixed dates then buy 
a return ticket.  If your return trip is problematic and may need changing you may find that 2 single 
tickets are cheaper than a return ticket with a large re-scheduling cost. 
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